




A Promise Made, A Promise Kept.



Like many young teenagers, Brian's enthusiasm for watches was just developing. His last timepiece, a Swatch from the early 90s, can 

be seen on his father's wrist frequently. 

"There is nothing quite like wearing it!" Laviolette would reply when asked about his son's Swatch watch on his wrist. "Brian saved his 

hard-earned money to buy this Swatch watch and he loved wearing it. It brings me closer to him every time I wear it." 

The vintage Swatch would return to use nearly three decades after Brian's passing. "After Brian's watch collection sat dormant in his 

bedroom dresser drawer for 28 years, it's hard to describe the feeling I had when I saw that his entire watch collection running for the 

very first time in almost three decades." LaViolette would describe his son's timepieces as a reminder of Brian. "Every time I wear one 

of his watches it brings such joy into my life. As I see it ticking on my wrist, it's like a part of Brian is still alive and spending the day with 

me, it's such an amazing feeling." 

https://youtu.be/W5cqyHlmgXk

https://youtu.be/W5cqyHlmgXk


Left to Right – Richard Wright, Doug LaViolette, Emilie Sims, Eric Wind, Josh Hendizadeh and Mike Calawerts 
taken at the Rago Wright Auction House in Chicago.

“Every time I wear one of Brian’s watches 
it brings such joy into my life. As I see it 

ticking on my wrist, it’s like a part of Brian 
is still alive and spending the day with me, 

it’s such an amazing feeling.”



"There were so many people involved and we can't thank them enough for the time and energy they put into making this life-changing 

donation possible. We wish we could personally thank Pope Francis for providing such validation for what Brian's Foundation has 

accomplished the last 30 years ... the donation of his watch has provided not only encouragement, but has propelled the Watch Project 

forward to help us continue our mission to honor hard work and community service." - Kim LaViolette Mosteller, 

To learn more about the Brian LaViolette Scholarship Foundation, visit their website: https://www.briansjourney.com/. 

To learn about The Watch Project and donors, visit: https://www.briansjourney.com/watch-project. 

To register to bid in the "Once Upon a Time Watch Project" visit: https://www.ragoarts.com. 
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Brian LaViolette
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